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Abstract

Most authentication schemes are using physical token
such as smart cards to restrict services. Although these
schemes have been widely deployed for various kinds of
daily applications; there are severe challenges regarding
their infrastructure requirements and security. This pa-
per proposes an efficient authentication protocol based
on user’s machine-metrics. The proposed protocol uses
the machine physical metrics to identify machines in
the network, which provides the basic capability to pre-
vent an unauthorized machine to access resources. Thus,
machine-merics based authentication for machine can be
looked as an analog of biometric-based authentication for
human. The proposed protocol is employing the RC4-
EA Hashing function to secure the collected machine-
merics. Since it is satisfying the basic requirements of
a cryptographic hash function. Therefore, the purpose
of the proposed protocol is theft-proofing and guarding
against attacks based on stolen or lost tokens. Also, it
offers strong protection against several attacks such as
credential compromising attacks.

Keywords: Authentication, machine-merics authentica-
tion, RC4-EA hash function, user authentication

1 Introduction

Internet has become the most convenient environment
for education, business, and content management sys-
tem (CMS) around the world [16]. Thus, internet security
is an important issue to prevent the confidential informa-
tion from being accessed by illegal users [10]. Remote user
authentication plays the most principal service on the in-
ternet. It is a process of identifying an authorized user
for a particular web service on the internet [11].

Smart card based authentication scheme is one of the
most convenient and effective authentication mechanism.

Which used to restrict access of the web service [7]. Al-
though these schemes have been widely deployed for var-
ious kinds of daily applications, such as e-commerce, e-
health; there are severe challenges regarding their infras-
tructure requirements [14], security, and privacy. There-
fore, a failure of any of these security goals may render the
whole system completely insecure and unpractical [15].

A common feature of these schemes is that; their se-
curity based on the tamper-resistance assumption about
smart cards, i.e. they assume that the security parameters
stored on the smart card cannot be extracted. However,
recent research results have demonstrated that common
commercial smart cards shall no longer be considered to
be fully tamper proof. Which means, the secret infor-
mation stored on the smart cards memory could be re-
vealed by reverse engineering, power analysis [17], tech-
niques or fault injection attacks. Thus, this obstacle has
restricted the application of smart card based authentica-
tion schemes [13].

As a consequence, these schemes are susceptible to
some types of attacks such as offline password guessing
attack, Smart card loss attack , replay attack, user imper-
sonation attack, and denial of service attack [12]. Since,
attack techniques have over grown to compromise a user
credentials; it would not be enough to secure a user’s cre-
dentials, but also to secure a user’s machine [18] .

This paper proposed, a machine-metrics authentica-
tion protocol for remote user authentication. In the pro-
posed protocol, the machine-metrics are collected and
then hashed using RC4-EA Hashing function RC4 −
EA Hashing [2]. Which is lightweight, structurally dif-
ferent from the broken hash class, and can reuse exist-
ing RC4 algorithm [6]. Therefor, the idea behind us-
ing machine-metrics authentication is to ensure integrity
and authenticity of user credentials with his machine-
metrics [1]. So that, for an attacker to compromise a
user account; different independent metrics have to be
compromised first before gaining full access to the user
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account [1].
The major goal of this paper is proposing a novel pro-

tocol to remote authentication depending on machine-
metrics, instead of using the traditional smart card for re-
mote user authentication. The proposed protocol is pow-
erful, reliable, privacy-preserving and theft-proof. Hence,
machine-merics are hashed using RC4-EA Hashing func-
tion RC4− EA Hashing to guarantee high security and
usability. Which leads, to overcome the drawback of the
credential compromising attack. Since, the new way of
handling the machine-metrics gives higher privacy pro-
tection for authentication systems.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2
presents an overview of Preliminary, Machine-Metrics
Authentication, RC4-EA Hashing Function RC4 −
EA Hashing. Section 3 introduces the proposed authen-
tication protocol. Section 4 gives the implementation and
security analysis. Finally, Section 5 contains the conclu-
sion remarks.

2 An Overview

2.1 Preliminary

• Authentication: From the transcripts of server S,
S can believe information info is not modified. More
specially, S can believe info is indeed from a specific
machine M .

• Security of authentication protocol: In the pres-
ence of attacker A, from the transcripts of the proto-
col Π the information info is tampered to info

′
by

attacker A. Therefor, the probability that A can fool
S to believe info

′
is from the machine M without

any change is negligible negl.

• Negligible function: A negligible function negl is
defined by [5]:

iff ∀c ∈ N ∃ n0 ∈ N , such that:

∀n < n0, negl(n) ≺ n−c.

• Authentication protocol: if for any attacker A,
there exists a negligible function negl satisfying
Equation (1):

Pr[AthFoolA,Π(n) = 1] � negl(n) (1)

2.2 User Authentication

Remote user authentication plays the most significant
process to verify the authorized users of a web service
on the Internet. Authors in [1] proposed “Multi-Channel
User Authentication Protocol based on Encrypted Hidden
OTP” . Where, the protocol proposed an efficient one
time password (OTP) based authentication over a multi-
channels architecture. Which, applying the RC4-EA en-
cryption method to encrypt the plain-OTP to cipher-
OTP [2]. Then, Quick Response Code (QR) code is used
as a data container to hide this cipher-OTP. Also, the

purpose of the protocol is integrating a web based ap-
plication with mobile-based technology to communicate
with the remote user over a multi-channels authentica-
tion architecture [1].

2.3 Machine-metrics Authentication

Authentication is the process of confirming the identity of
a person, machine, or other entity, which requesting ac-
cess under security constraints. This is done for the pur-
pose of performing trusted communications between par-
ties for computing and telecommunications protocols [8].

In authentication protocols, all the transmissions of the
data from a user’s machine to the server can be reveal to
attacker through interception. From the viewpoint of se-
curity strength, most common authentication protocols
fail to guarantee a fault-secure method for keeping the lo-
gin information away from the public [1]. To enhance the
security strength of the authentication protocol, machine-
metrics based authentication protocol is proposed.

Machine-metrics are metrics collected about a re-
mote machine for the purpose of identification. Where
machine-metrics based authentication uses the unique
metrics of a machine to verify its identity. The metrics
used in a machine-metrics based authentication protocols
are unique, universal and permanent. Such metrics are
suitable for authentication purposes as they cannot be
lost or change. Hence, it would be possible to uniquely
distinguish between all machines on a network.

Figure 1 shows a machine authentication between ma-
chine to server, and user authentication between human
to machine.

Figure 1: Machine authentication vs. user authentication

2.4 RC4-EA Hashing Function

Cryptography plays a significant procedure to prevent
eavesdropping of sensitive information [9]. One of the fun-
damental components of many cryptographic protocols is
a hash function [3].

Let {0, 1}` denote the set of all messages of length
strictly less than `. A hash function is usually
designed as follows; a compression function C :
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{0, 1}<264 → {0, 1}160 is designed. Then, given a mes-
sage msg such that |msg| < 264−1, a pad is appended at
the end of the message. Then, iterates the compression
function C to get its output.

A cryptographic hash function has to be resistant
against three main attacks [4]:

1) Collision resistance: For any msg1, it should
be ‘hard’ to find msg2 where msg1 6= msg2 and
H(msg1) = H(msg2).

2) Preimage resistance: For a given value H(msg),
it should be ‘hard’ to compute msg.

3) Second preimage resistance: Given msg1 and
H(msg2) , it should be ‘hard’ to find msg2 such that
msg1 6= msg2 and H(msg2) = H(msg1).

RC4-EA Hashing function denoted as (RC4 −
EA Hashing)`, 16 ≤ ` ≤ 64 where (RC4 −
EA Hashing)` : {0, 1}<264 → {0, 1}8`. (RC4 −
EA Hashing)` function can be used to produce authen-
ticator to authenticate the message msg. The (RC4 −
EA Hashing)` function is describing as follows [6]:

1) Padding rule: the input message msg is padded by
the padding bits generated by evolutionary algorithm
(EA). a padding rule is applied to the message msg
such that:

pad(msg) = bin8(`)||msg||1||0k||bin64(|msg|)

where, bin64(|msg|) is the binary representation
of number of bits of msg; and k is the least non-
negative integer such that 8 + |msg|+ 1 + k+ 64 ≡ 0
mod 512. Then, pad(msg) = msg1||...||msgt such
that each |msgi| = 512 bits, the maximum possible
message length is 264 − 1.

2) Classical iteration: Let msg1||...||msgt be the
padded message. Let (P0, j0) = (P IV , 0) be an initial
value. The iterations are followed as in Equation (2):

(P0, j0)
msg1−−−→ (P1, j1)...(Pt−1, jt−1)

msgt−−−→ (Pt, jt)

= C+(msg)

(2)

Where, (P, j)B−→(P ∗, j∗) means that:

C((P, j), B) = (P ∗, j∗)

Such that, (B = B[0]||B[1]||...||B[63], B[i] = 8) and

C : Perm× [N ]× {0, 1}512 −→ [N ]

3) Post-processing: Let the internal state after the
classical iteration is (Pt, jt) i.e., OWT (C+(msg)) =
(Pt, jt). Hence, the post processing is defined as fol-
low:

• Computed (Pt+1) = P0 ◦ Pt and jt+1 = jt.
Where, ◦ means the composition of the permu-
tations.

• Define the final hash value RC4 −
EA Hashing`(msg) by hash byte genera-
tion algorithm such that;
HBG`(OWT (Pt+1, jt+1)).

The algorithms of the compression C , One-Way Trans-
formation OWT and Hash Byte Generation HBG` func-
tions are given in Algorithms 1, 2 and 3 respectively [6].
Note all arithmetic is done modulo 256:

Algorithm 1 A compression function algorithm (C)

Imput: Internal state (P, j), 64-byte message block B
Output: The updated internal state (P, j)
1: for i = 0 to 255 do
2: j = (j + P [i] +B[z(i)])
3: Swap(P [i], P [j])
4: end for
5: Return (P, j)

Where, the function z : [256] → [64] is known as
reordering, i.e. z is the mapping restricted on [0, 63],
[64, 127], [128, 191] and [192, 255] are injective.

Algorithm 2 One-way transformation algorithm (OWT )

Imput: Internal state (P, j)
Output: Updated internal state after padded
1: Temp1 = P
2: for i = 0 to 511 do
3: j = (j + P [i])
4: Swap(P [i], P [j])
5: end for
6: Temp2 = P
7: P = Temp1 ◦ Temp2 ◦ Temp1
8: Return (P, j)

Algorithm 3 A hash byte generation algorithm (HBG`)

Imput: Internal state (P, j)
Output: The message digest
1: for i = 0 to ` do
2: j = (j + P [i])
3: Swap(P [i], P [j])
4: end for
5: H[i] = P [p[i] + p[j]]
6: Return H[i]

2.5 Security of RC4-EA Hashing Func-
tion

Since the generation (hash value) of RC4−EA Hashing
Function is close to uniform, it is impossible to find the
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Figure 2: User enrollment phase

input through output and it is also computationally infea-
sible to find any two messages msg1 and msg2 such that
RC4−EAHashing(msg1) = RC4−EAHashing(msg2).
Therefore, RC4−EA Hashing function is one-way map-
ping and strongly collision free. Also, it is satisfies the
basic requirements of a cryptographic hash function.

Therefore, the RC4−EAHashing Function is collision
resistant, preimage resistant, and second preimage attack
resistant. The efficiency of the RC4−EA Hashing func-
tion is much better than widely used known hash func-
tions and its structure is absolutely different from the bro-
ken hash function classes (e.g., SHA family). It is very
secure out all possible generic attacks.

3 The Proposed Machine-metrics
Authentication Protocol

The major aim of the proposed protocol is theft-proofing
and guarding against attacks based on stolen or lost to-
kens. Also, it is defending the credential compromising
attack Acc; by introducing the machine-metrics. The pro-
posed machine-metrics authentication protocol is enhanc-
ing a user authentication protocol proposed in [1].

The machine-metrics authentication protocol involves
three parties: A server (S), a remote user (U) and Client
Side Program CSP . The proposed protocol consists of
three phases: User enrollment phase, machine-metrics
enrollment phase, and machine-metrics authentication
phase. The notations employed throughout this paper
are shown in Table 1.

Table 1: Notations

Notation Description
U Remote user

UID User identity
UPW User password
UIP User IP address
UM User mobile
Ue User electronic mail
S The server
M The machine

CSP The client side program
RC4− EA Hashing RC4-EA hashing function

VUHI Hashing for index the user
DHMC Hashing machine-metrics

|| Concatenation
T Time stamp

TK Token
RNC Random nonce code

3.1 User Enrollment Phase

In this phase, U enrollments at S in order to use a service.
The enrollment process is shown in Figure 2 and have
execute the following steps:

1) U chooses an identity UID, electronic mail Ue, mobile
number UM , and password UPW . Then computes
XU = RC4−EA Hashing (UID||UPW ). Then sends
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Figure 3: Machine-metrics enrollment phase

{UID, Ue, UM , XU , T1} to S via a secure channel.

U → S : {UID, Ue, UM , XU , T1}

2) S examine the time stamp T1. If it is invalid, then
rejects it. Otherwise, checks whether UID, Ue, UM
is available for use. If it is, S computes YU = RC4−
EA Hashing(XU ||UIP ). Finally, S stores the values
UID, Ue, UM and YU in its database.

S → DB : {UID, Ue, UM , YU}

3) S generate random token TK, then sends TK to U
via mobile channel.

S → U : {TK} (3)

4) Finally, S stores the values TK in its database.

S → DB : {TK}

3.2 Machine-metrics Enrollment Phase

In this phase, the physical metrics of a machine are col-
lected to be used as the identification of the machine. Sup-
pose the physical metrics space is M which consists of n
metrics; M = {metr1,metr2, ...,metrn}. The client side
program CSP will returns metri ∈ M, (i = 1, 2, ..., n).
The enrollment process is shown in Figure 3. Then, U ,
S and CSP execute the following steps:

1) U received his TK from S via mobile channel.

2) U will enter his TK to CSP to enrollment his ma-
chine.

3) CSP read metr1, metr2 ∈ M . Then computes
VUHI = RC4 − EA Hashing(metr1||metr2). Then
stores the value VUHI in a remote database DB.

CSP → DB : {VUHI}

4) CSP will use TK as a secret seed for RC4-EA
Hashing, then computes:

DHMC

= RC4−EA HashingTK(metr1||metr2||...||metrn).

5) Finally, CSP stores the values DHMC in a remote
database DB.

CSP → DB : {DHMC}

3.3 Machine-metrics Authentication Phase

After U has a successful login. Now S wants to authen-
ticate the machine upon client side program CSP . The
machine-metrics authentication process is shown in Fig-
ure 4. Then, U , S and CSP execute the following steps:

1) CSP read metr1, metr2 ∈ M . Then computes
V

′

UHI = RC4EA−H(metr1||metr2).

2) CSP checks whether V
′

UHI == VUHI . If it is, then
CSP will get the TK.

3) CSP computes:

D
′

HMC

= RC4−EA−HashingTK(metr1||metr2||...||metrn)

using TK as a secret seed.

4) CSP checks whether D
′

HMC == DHMC . If it is,
then CSP will generate random nonce code RNC
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Figure 4: Machine-metrics authentication phase

to U with the status = 1 using RNGCryptoService-
Provider which gives an unguessable crypto strength
seed. Hence, it gives the random object with a differ-
ent crypto strength number each time. Which mean
is that, it will go on to return a different random
number for each call. Then CSP stores the values
RNC in a remote database DB.

CSP → DB : {RNC}

5) U sent RNC to S via web application.

6) Finally, S checks whether RNC is invalid or not
match with user credentials at the DB then, “re-
quest is rejected”. Otherwise, user’s machine is
authentic and convert RNC status to 0.

4 Implementation and Security
Analyses

The proposed machine-metrics authentication pro-
tocol is adopting the RC4-EA Hashing function
RC4 − EA Hashing to hash the machine physical
metrics. The machine-metrics takes the responsibility for
achieving mutual authentication between the M and S.

The performance of the proposed authentication proto-
col is tested using server 32 core AMD opteron processor

6376 with 32 GB of RAM and 4 RAID 1s, laptop (Intel
i5, 1.80 GHz processor, 2 GB RAM) and simple mobile
phone. The experiments have been implemented using
PHP-MySql and C-sharp language environments.

4.1 Implementation

The proposed machine-metrics Authentication protocol
is implementing the RC4-EA Hashing function RC4 −
EA Hashing to hash the machine physical metrics, which
are collected via the client side program CSP like {Total
Machine Memory (TMM), Procesor Id (PId), Name
of CPU (NCPU), MotherBoard Id (MId), Hard Desk
Id (HDId) }as shown in Table 2. Thus, it helps in miti-
gating the credential compromising attack Acc. When-
ever a user U wishes to login the website, first step
is to enter UID and UPW for remote User authentica-
tion. The second step is that; a machine physical metrics
will be collected via client side program CSP . Then,
the CSP will hash the machine physical metrics using
RC4 − EA Hashing. The third step is that; CSP will
generate RNC to authentic the machine as shown in Ta-
bles 3, 4, 5. Thus, the proposed machine-metric authen-
tication protocol is integrating a web based application
with desktop based application to make it more secure
than the general authentication protocols.
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Table 2: CSP collected machine physical metrics table

TMM PId NCPU MId HDId
21...48 BF...652 In.(R)C.i3- .4X...4876. 20...058

M330@2.GHz
32...72 BF...655 In.(R)C.i3- .4C...00RW. 20...436

M380@2.GHz
85...92 BF...6A7 In.(R)C.i7- .PC...A0UG. W7...5YK

2MCPU@2.GHz

Table 3: User register table to main website

U.N Password Email Mobil No. Token TK.
Jack 895*/66! Jack@ 968935810 K8*roMS1

egywow.com
Henary P**2334 Henary@ 968925612 D4A/gE7S

egywow.com
Bill Ad2*!98 Bill@ 966954523 1B6loP3S

egywow.com

Table 4: Hashing machine metrics table via RC4 −
EA Hashing

U.N TK VUHI DHMC

Jack K8*roMS1 600eaw73b... MDWKcEMZ3...
Jack D4A/gE7S ds734be484... PXmnnMCa4Rp...
Jack 1B6loP3S 83d91a2d58... 3i18E1aaZby...

Table 5: Machine authentication code table

VUHI TK DHMC RNC
600eaw73b... K8*roMS1 MDWKcMEMZ3... Ez8U89w91
600eaw73b... K8*roMS1 MDWKcMEMZ3... 5Vr2uo5XD
600eaw73b... K8*roMS1 MDWKcMEMZ3... x99ICN41C

4.2 Security Analyses

The security of the proposed protocol is analyzed under
the possibilities of the types of attacks listed below:

1) Prevent Man-in-the-middle attack: In this type
of attack, the attacker listens to the communication
channel between S and U . In the proposed protocol,
the attacker may intercept the mobile communication
messages, but he will never be able to compute the
DHMC . Since, it is based on RC4−EA Hashing. So
attacker should know the hash function and use same
user’s machine physical metrics. Hence, the proposed
protocol is secure against man-in-the-middle attacks.

2) Prevent phishing attack via the web: This at-
tack aims to steal sensitive information. In the pro-
posed protocol, if the attacker knows UID and can
get the UPW from the server by replacing the actual
web page with a similar one, it would be difficult to
get the token TK because it send over mobile chan-
nel as in Equations (3). This, the proposed protocol
is secure against the phishing attacks.

3) Prevent credential compromising attack: De-
noted as Acc, this attack aims to hacked, modi-
fied, exposed, or cloned softwares or hardwares for
a machine identification. In the proposed proto-
col, as the hash function RC4 − EA Hashing is
secure, attacker cannot compute DHMC . It can
be looked as a computed credential of a machine
to guarantee the authentication security. That is,
Pr[AthFoolAcc,Π(n) = 1] � negl(n). Therefor, the
proposed protocol is secure against credential com-
promising attacks.

4) Prevent impersonation attack: In this type of
attack, the malicious user forges the security param-
eters from the authentication protocol and tries to
impersonate as a legitimate user. In our protocol,
the malicious user has to guess the parameters YU ,
VUHI and TK which is used in the calculation of
DHMC for generating a valid login request. The
RC4-EA hashing function RC4 − EA Hashing is
impossible to solve in real polynomial time, thus
theRC4−EA Hashing parameter cannot be forged.
Therefore, the malicious user will fail to launch an
impersonation attack on this proposed protocol.

5 Conclusions

The major contribution of this paper, is proposing
machine-metrics authentication protocol. The proposed
protocol enhances the security of a remote user login; by
using the physical metrics of a machine. Also, the pro-
posed protocol is adopting the RC4-EA Hashing function
to secure these machine metrics. Therefore, the data can
not be easily retrievable without adequate authorization.
The purpose of this paper is to integrate a web based
application with desktop based application to make the
proposed protocol more secure than the general authen-
tication schemes. Thus, the proposed authentication pro-
tocol is more convenient, because the burden of carrying
a separate hardware tokens are removed. Moreover, this
protocol helps to overcome many challenging attacks such
as phishing attacks and credential compromising attacks.
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